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The origins of Value Investing go back to Graham and 

Dodd‟s book Security Analysis

“Investment is 

most intelligent 

when it is most 

businesslike” 
Benjamin Graham



Practical value investing: the missing link

Value investing often 

becomes a static exercise

Companies are organisms in 

a dynamic environment



 We don’t mind picking money up 

off the street but mostly we find it 

growing on trees

 Our best investments have been 

those money trees that kept on 

growing long after we planted them 

in the portfolio

20 years of experience have taught us a few more things



1. Let‟s start at the end – how to kill a money tree 

Temporary loss of capital  Permanent loss of capital

For prudent long-term investors business cycles and macro 

environment mostly lead to a temporary loss of capital

vs.



Debt – the instant killer of capitalists   

3 things to remember before buying a levered company:

Debt reduces operational margin of 
safety and manoeuvrability 

Debt adds uncertainty and risk

Good businesses usually don‟t 
need much debt to operate

NB: “It is next to impossible to recover shareholder value 

lost in bankruptcies and emergency rights issues” 



Creative destruction – the slow killer of capitalists

Marx: the “father” of 

creative destruction

Companies in the midst 

of creative destruction 

can lure value investors 

by their “optical 

cheapness”  



How right Marx was – the original Dow Jones components

American Cotton Oil

American Sugar

American Tobacco

Chicago Gas

General Electric Co.

Laclede Gas 

National Lead

North American

Tennessee Coal & Iron

US Leather 

US Rubber

American Spirits Mfg.

Acquired by foreign 

companies

Government break-up

Acquired by domestic 

companies

Still around today

Bankrupt



2. Growth – a practical and intellectual minefield... 

Annualized returns 1986-2006 pct
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2,8%

Practical challenges for 

an investor:

Popular and expensive

Growth ≠ value creation

Hard to predict

Stocks with lowest growth 

expectations outperform
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…but we still love (cheap) companies that grow earnings

1. EPS growth compounds –

multiples don‟t

2. EPS growth = you are “paid” 

to wait

3. Long-term growth is poorly 

understood by market



3. Return on Equity – the long term driver of value creation

“Leaving the question of

price aside, the best business

to own is one that over an

extended period can employ 

large amounts of incremental 

capital at very high rates of 

return”

Warren E. Buffett

Returns on the stock rarely exceed the company‟s return on 

equity in the very long run



Why SKAGEN Global likes Korea better than Japan
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Structurally return on equity has been ~800 bps higher in Korea

Return on common equity MSCI Japan and MSCI Korea

MSCI Korea 

MSCI Japan



4. Good management beats bad management

Operational value creation –

understand how industrial value 

is created

Financial value creation –

understand how shareholder 

value is created

We don‟t mind buying companies with poor management if 

change is likely and will provide with a trigger for re-rating

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Mahindra_&_Mahindra_Logo.svg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Samsung_Logo.svg
file://localhost/upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/50/Oracle_logo.svg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Tyco.svg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Seadrill.svg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Naspers.svg.png


A story of (our) two rig companies
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5. In God we trust – all others pay dividend

In the long run 

dividends take you 

half way to market-

beating returns
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The paradox of modern financial markets

Market participants are 

increasingly intelligent and 

sophisticated

The market’s collective short-

termism and irrationality is 

increasing



More homogenous 

sector pricing

“Optically cheap” 

companies increasingly 

cheap for a reason

Increased short-termism 

and collective 

irrationality

• ETFs

• Thematic 

investing

• Globalization

• Computers

• Smarter players

• Hedge funds

• Complexity 

• Leverage

Impact for value investors

Bad news

Good news

Why?What?



Why our investment philosophy remains relevant 

Long-term

Independent

Research 
driven

Experience

Value 
foundation

The art of common 

sense



“The underlying principles of sound investment should not 

alter from decade to decade, but the application of these 

principles must be adapted to significant changes in the 

financial mechanisms and climate” 

Benjamin Graham


